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ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE LARGEST REAL
EIGENVALUE FOR THE REAL GINIBRE ENSEMBLE.
By Mihail Poplavskyi, Roger Tribe and Oleg Zaboronski
Let
?
N`λmax be the largest real eigenvalue of a random NˆN
matrix with independent Np0, 1q entries (the ‘real Ginibre matrix’).
We study the large deviations behaviour of the limiting N Ñ8 dis-
tribution Prλmax ă ts of the shifted maximal real eigenvalue λmax.
In particular, we prove that the right tail of this distribution is Gaus-
sian: for t ą 0,
Prλmax ă ts “ 1´ 1
4
erfcptq `O
´
e
´2t2
¯
.
This is a rigorous confirmation of the corresponding result of [7]. We
also prove that the left tail is exponential, with correct asymptotics
up to Op1q: for t ă 0,
Prλmax ă ts “ e
1
2
?
2pi
ζp 3
2
qt`Op1q
,
where ζ is the Riemann zeta-function.
Our results have implications for interacting particle systems. The
edge scaling limit of the law of real eigenvalues for the real Gini-
bre ensemble is a rescaling of a fixed time distribution of annihilat-
ing Brownian motions (ABM’s) with the step initial condition, see
[10]. Therefore, the tail behaviour of the distribution of Xpmaxqs - the
position of the rightmost annihilating particle at fixed time s ą 0
- can be read off from the corresponding answers for λmax using
X
pmaxq
s
D“ ?4sλmax.
1. Introduction and the main result. The laws describing the dis-
tribution of eigenvalues of large self-adjoint random matrices near the spec-
tral edge exhibit a large degree of universality. One of the examples is the
celebrated family of Tracy-Widom distributions for the largest eigenvalue
Fβ , β “ 1, 2, 4, which has been originally discovered in the context of Gaus-
sian orthogonal, unitary and symplectic ensembles [18], [19]. These distribu-
tions also describe the scaling limit of the distribution of the largest eigen-
value for non-Gaussian invariant ensembles [3], [4] as well as non-invariant
ensembles of random matrices with independent non-Gaussian entries [16].
Moreover, Fβ appears in the large number of statistical models not directly
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2related to random matrices, such as random permutations, growth mod-
els belonging KPZ universality class and related asymmetric exclusion pro-
cesses, see [1] for a recent review.
There is a growing body of evidence that the extreme statistics of eigenval-
ues for the real Ginibre ensemble [9] also give rise to a new universality class
which is relevant beyond random matrix theory. Recall that the real Ginibre
ensemble is a Gaussian measure on the set of random real N ˆN matrices
such that the matrix elements are independent Np0, 1q random variables.
The law of the real eigenvalues in the N Ñ8 edge scaling limit is governed
by a Pfaffian point process discovered independently in [7], [2] and [15].
Within random matrix theory, this Pfaffian point process turns out to be
universal, in the sense that it holds for a large class of non-Gaussian ensem-
bles of real non-symmetric matrices, see [17], Corollary 15.1 The universality
of the extreme eigenvalue statistics can then be shown to follow from the
universality of the local correlations functions via the Fredholm Pfaffian rep-
resentation, see [14]. Outside random matrix theory, the same Pfaffian point
process describes the law of instantaneously annihilating Brownian motions
on the line started with half-space initial conditions, see [10]. 2 Therefore,
the scaling limit of the law of the largest real eigenvalue for the real Ginibre
ensemble is the same as the law of the rightmost annihilating particle at a
fixed time. In this paper we will analyse the tails of this distribution and
show that
Ppλmax ă tq tÑ´8ùùùùùù e
ζp3{2q
2
?
2pi
t`Op1q
,(1.1)
where λmax is the position of the maximal eigenvalue measured from the
right edge of the spectrum for the real Ginibre ensemble or it is the scaled
position X
pmaxq
s {
?
4s of the rightmost particle for annihilating Brownian
motions at time s.
An instance of edge statistics (1.1) outside random matrix theory and
Pfaffian point processes is for the symmetric exclusion process on Z with
half-filled initial conditions. That is, all sites to the left of zero are occupied
at time s “ 0, all sites to the right of zero are empty; at time s ą 0, particles
hop onto empty neighboring sites at rate 1. Let Rs be the position of the
rightmost particle at time s. It is shown in [11] that
PpRs “ 0q sÑ8ùùùùù e´
ζp3{2q?
pi
?
s`op?sq
,(1.2)
1The cited universality statement covers both the edge and the bulk scaling limits, but
only the former is needed for the current investigation.
2The bulk scaling limit of the law of the real eigenvalues for the real Ginibre ensemble
coincides with the fixed time law for the annihilating Brownian motions corresponding to
the maximal entrance law, [20].
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which coincides with (1.1) if we identify distance |t| with the diffusive scale?
8s. To verify that this agreement is not accidental, one must compare
Ppλmax ă tq and PpRt2{8 “ 0q for all values of t, not just in the large-
|t| limit, but the very possibility that there is a relation between the real
Ginibre ensemble and the symmetric exclusion process is intriguing.
Let us stress that formula (1.1) is easy to guess given results on bulk
gap probabilities described in Forrester [8]. Building on the paper [5] on
gap probability for annihilating Brownian motions and using the relation
between the bulk statistics for the real Ginibre ensemble and annihilating
Brownian motions with the maximal entrance law initial conditions [20],
Forrester argues that the bulk scaling limit of the gap probability for the
real Ginibre ensemble satisfies (1.1) if |t| is interpreted as the size of the
gap. As the width of the transition region near the edge of the spectrum is
of order one for the real Ginibre ensemble, it is only natural to guess that
(1.1) stays valid at the edge with edge effects showing only as Op1q terms.
The aim of the current paper is to verify these heuristics rigorously.
The starting point of our investigation is the following Fredholm deter-
minant representation of Prλmax ă αs due to Rider and Sinclair [14]3:
Theorem 1.1 (B. Rider and C. D. Sinclair, 2014). Introduce the integral
operator T with kernel
T px, yq “ 1
pi
ˆ 8
0
e´px`uq
2
e´py`uq
2
du.(1.3)
Let χt be the indicator of pt,8q. Then,
Prλmax ă ts “
a
detpI ´ TχtqΓt,(1.4)
where Γt is defined as follows. Set gpxq “ 1?pie´x
2
, Gpxq “ ´ x´8 gpyqdy and
denote by Rp¨, ¨q the kernel of the operator pI ´ Tχtq´1 ´ I. Then
Γt “
ˆ
1´ 1
2
at
˙ˆ
1´ 1
2
ˆ t
´8
Rpx, t`qdx
˙
`1
4
p1´ btq
ˆˆ t
´8
pI ´ Tχtq´1gpxqdx ´ 1
˙
for at “
´8
t
GpxqpI ´ Tχtq´1gpxqdx and bt “ pI ´ Tχtq´1Gptq.
3The paper [14] contains some minor computational errors, which led to an incorrect
expression for Ppλmax ă αq. Here we present the corrected version. An interested reader
is referred to the appendix for a discussion of the errors and their correction.
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4The reader is referred to the original paper for precise definitions of the
quantities entering the theorem. We mention briefly only that detpI ´ Tχtq
should be understood as the Fredholm determinant of the operator T acting
on L2pt,8q and that T is the square of a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, which
implies that T is positive and trace class.
The apparently complicated expression for the factor Γt in the statement
of the Rider-Sinclair theorem is actually rather simple, and cancellations
occur that imply that Γt “ p1´ atq. Therefore
Lemma 1.1.
Ppλmax ă tq “
a
detpI ´ Tχtqp1 ´ atq,(1.5)
where the operator T and the function at are defined in the statement of
Theorem 1.1
In what follows we are going to use the modified version (1.5) of the
Rider-Sinclair result.
As it turns out, the asymptotic analysis of (1.5) can be greatly simplified
by assigning a probabilistic interpretation to all the factors. In particular,
the interpretation allowed us to control the asymptotic expansion beyond the
leading order, which is hard to do using purely operator theoretic methods.
Let pBn, n ě 0q be the discrete time random walk with Gaussian Np0, 1{2q
increments started at zero. Let
(1.6)
"
τt “ infną0t2n´ 1 : B2n´1 ď tu,
τ0 “ infną0t2n : B2n ě 0u.
In words: τ0 is the smallest even time such that Bτ0 ě 0, τt is the smallest
odd time such that Bτt ď t. Also, let
Iτ0 “ inftBs : s is odd, s ď τ0u(1.7)
be the infimum of the random walk pBsqě0 taken over all odd times not
exceeding the exit time τ0. Then we have the following probabilistic restate-
ment of Theorem 1.1:
Theorem 1.2.
(1.8)
Ppλmax ă tq “
a
Ppτt ă τ0qe´
1
2
E
´
pIτ0´tq`δ0pBτ0q
¯
,
where x` :“ maxpx, 0q is the positive part of a real number.
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Remark. We use the expression EpXδypY qq to mean a continuous Lebesgue
density for the measure EpX1pY P dyqq evaluated at y. If y “ 0 we some-
times rewrite EpXδ0pY qq as EpX1pY P d0qq.
Note that (1.8) can be rewritten in a more useful way when t ă 0 as
(1.9)
Ppλmax ă tq “
a
Ppτt ă τ0q e
t
2
Epδ0pBτ0qqe´ 12Epmaxpt,Iτ0 qδ0pBτ0qq.
Our main result below will follow from the above probabilistic representation
via an application of some general results for random walks. In particular it
can be easily shown that E pδ0 pBτ0qq “ ζp3{2q{
?
2pi (see Lemma 3.2), which
then controls the first term in the asymptotics for t ă 0. The following
theorem details the asymptotics up to Op1q.
Theorem 1.3. For t ą 0,
Ppλmax ă tq “ 1´ 1
4
erfcptq `Ope´2t2q.(1.10)
For t ă 0,
Ppλmax ă tq “ exp
ˆ
´ζp3{2q
2
?
2pi
|t| `Op1q
˙
.(1.11)
For t ă 0, the above statement provides a rigorous justification of (1.1).
The right tail asymptotic (1.10) is actually well known [7] since the prob-
ability of finding an eigenvalue very far to the right of the spectral edge is
approximately equal to the level density. This part of Theorem 1.3 should be
considered as a test of the Rider-Sinclair answer complemented by careful
bounding of error terms.
As has been already mentioned, the edge scaling limit of the law of real
eigenvalues for the real Ginibre ensemble coincides up to a Brownian rescal-
ing with the law of annihilating Brownian motions on the real line started
with the step initial condition [10]. The step initial condition corresponds
to the maximal entrance law restricted to x ă 0 and zero density of parti-
cles for x ą 0. The maximal entrance law can be constructed as the limit
of the homogeneous Poisson point process initial conditions with intensity
diverging to infinity, see [10] for precise definitions and details. Therefore,
Theorem 1.3 yields a simple corollary:
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6Corollary 1.1. Consider the system of instantaneously annihilating
Brownian motions on the real line started with the step initial condition. Let
X
pmaxq
s be the position of the rightmost particle at a fixed time s ą 0. Then
PpXpmaxqs ă xq “ 1´
1
4
erfc
ˆ
x?
4s
˙
`O
ˆ
e´
x2
2s
˙
for x{?sÑ8, while for x{?sÑ ´8,
PpXpmaxqs ă xq “ e
1
2
?
2pi
ζp 3
2
q x?
4s
`Op1q
.
The above result complements the recent study [12] of annihilating Brow-
nian motions near the edge of the distribution, where the average number
of particles in the positive half-line p0,8q has been calculated.
The correspondence between the real eigenvalues and annihilating parti-
cles can also be used for an intuitive explanation of Theorem 1.3: the right
tail of Ppλmax ă tq is Gaussian as it corresponds to the probability that a
Brownian particle travels distance t during the time interval r0, 1{4s. The
left tail cannot be thinner than exponential, as the probability of the event
tλmax ă tu for a negative t of large magnitude can be bounded below by the
intersection of the following Op|t|q independent events: particles stay within
each of |t| boxes of size 1 and completely annihilate each other by the time
s “ 1{4; particles with initial positions to the left of t do not enter the in-
terval pt,8q before time 1{4. Unfortunately, we could not extract the exact
rate of the exponential decay from arguments like this.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we will prove
Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. The asymptotic analysis of Ppλmax ă sq is
carried out in Section 3. All technical lemmas needed for the proof of our
main result are proved in Appendix A. In Appendix B we explain how to
fix the minor errors we found in the original statement of the Rider-Sinclair
Theorem.
2. The proof of Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. Let us examine
the Γ-factor defined in the statement of the Rider-Sinclair Theorem 1.1.
Throughout the paper we will use the following basic property of the integral
operator T :
Lemma 2.1. For any t P R, the operator T acting on L2pt,8q is positive
definite. Its spectral radius ρt is bounded away from 1: for any t ą 0,
ρt ď 1
8
e´2t
2
.(2.1)
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There exists C0 ą 0 such that for any t ă 0,
ρt ď exp
„
´ C0
1` t2

.(2.2)
Therefore, for any t P R, the resolvent of the operator Tχt can be ex-
panded into an absolutely convergent power series,
pI ´ Tχtq´1 “
8ÿ
n“0
pTχtqn.
Using the explicit definitions of the integral operator T and functions G, g
from Theorem 1.1,
at :“
ˆ 8
t
GpxqpI ´ Tχtq´1gpxqdx “
8ÿ
m“0
pm,(2.3)
where
pm “
ˆ
R2m`2
mź
k“0
dykduk
pi
e´y
2
m´
řm
n“1ppun´ynq2`pyn´1´unq2q´py0´u0q2
ˆ
˜
mź
p“0
χpyp ě tq
mź
q“1
χpuq ď 0qχpu0 ě 0q
¸
,(2.4)
where χp¨ ě aq, χp¨ ď aq are the characteristic functions of ra,8q and
p´8, as correspondingly. The expression for pm quoted above arises from
some simple changes of variables designed to re-write in terms of the den-
sity of a segment of the Gaussian random walk introduced in Section 1.
The integrand in (2.4) can be identified with the density for the initial
segment of the walk of length 2m ` 2 pB1, B2, . . . , B2m`2q at the point
pym, um, ym´1, um´1, . . . y0, u0q. This reveals that
pm “ P rB2k`1 ě t, k “ 0, 1, . . . ,m;B2l ď 0, l “ 1, 2, . . . m;B2m`2 ě 0s .
Equivalently, in terms of exit times τt, τ0 defined in (1.6),
pm “ P rτ0 “ 2m` 2; τt ą τ0s , m ě 0.
Substituting this formula into (2.3) and summing over m’s, we find that
at “ Prτt ą τ0s.(2.5)
Note that the above expression is well defined, as the exit time τ :“ τ0 ^ τt
is a finite random variable, Prτ ă 8s “ 1.
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8Next,
bt :“ pI ´ Tχtq´1Gptq “
8ÿ
m“0
qm,(2.6)
where
qm “
ˆ
R2m`1
mź
k“1
dykduk
pi
dum`1?
pi
e´u
2
1
´řmn“1ppyn´unq2`pun`1´ynq2q
ˆ
˜
mź
p“1
χpyp ď 0qχpup ě tqχpum`1 ď tq
¸
,(2.7)
Consider the density for segment pB1, B2, . . . , B2m`1q of the random walk
at the point pu1, y1, . . . um, ym, u2m`1q. Re-writing (2.6) as an expectation
over this segment we find that
qm “ P rB2k`1 ě t, k “ 0, 1, . . . ,m´ 1;B2l ď 0, l “ 1, 2, . . . m;B2m`1 ď ts .
In terms of exit times this is
qm “ P rτt “ 2m` 1, τt ă τ0s , m ě 0.
Substituting this expression into (2.6) and summing over m, we find that
bt “ Prτt ă τ0s “ 1´ at.(2.8)
In a very similar fashion we find that
ˆ t
´8
Rpx, tqdx “ Prτt ą τ0s “ at(2.9)
and
ˆ t
´8
pI ´ Tχtq´1gpxqdx “ Prτt ă τ0s “ 1´ at.(2.10)
Substituting (2.5), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) into the expression for Γt presented
in Theorem 1.1 gives
Γt “ p1´ at{2q2 ´ a2t {4 “ 1´ at “ Prτt ă τ0s.
Lemma 1.1 and the pre-factor in formula (1.8) of Theorem 1.2 are verified.
To check the exponent in the right hand side of (1.8), we use Lemma 2.1 to
justify the application of the trace-log formula to the Fredholm determinant
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appearing in the Rider-Sinclair Theorem and the subsequent expansion of
the logarithm:
log detpI ´ Tχtq “ Tr logpI ´ Tχtq “ ´
8ÿ
m“1
1
m
TrpTχtqm.
Explicitly,
log detpI ´ Tχtq “ ´
8ÿ
m“1
1
m
rmptq,(2.11)
where
rmptq “
ˆ
R2m
mź
k“1
dykduk
pi
e´
řm
n“1ppun´ynq2`pyn`1´unq2q
ˆ
˜
mź
p“1
χpup ď 0qχpyp ě tq
¸
,(2.12)
where ym`1 ” y1. Differentiating rm with respect to t gives a sum of m
terms which are all identical due to the cyclic symmetry of the integrand.
Interpreting each of the terms using the Gaussian random walk of length
2m, we find that
drm
dt
ptq “ ´mPrτ0 “ 2m; τt ą τ0;Bτ0 P d0s.
Substituting the above into the t-derivative of (2.11) one gets
d
dt
log detpI ´ Tχtq “ Prτt ą τ0;Bτ0 P d0s
“ Ep1pIτ0 ą tqδ0pBτ0qq,
where we used that tτt ą τ0u “ tIτ0 ą tu. Integrating the above ex-
pression over the interval pt,`8q and applying the boundary condition
detpI´Tχtq |t“`8“ 1, we arrive at the claimed expression for the exponent:
log detpI ´ Tχtq “ ´EppIτ0 ´ tq`δ0pBτ0qq.(2.13)
Formula (1.8) is proved.
Finally, equation (1.9) follows from (1.8) due to the following elementary
identity: for any t, I,
t` pI ´ tq` “ maxpt, Iq.
Theorem 1.2 is proved.
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3. The proof of Theorem 1.3.
3.1. Asymptotic expansion for t ă 0: the proof of (1.11). A natural start-
ing point for our analysis is equation (1.9). Firstly, let us investigate the
coefficient of the Optq term, Epδ0pBτ0qq. The event tBτ0 P d0u depends only
on the position of the random walk at even times. Averaging over positions
at odd times we find that
PrBτ0 P d0s “ PrB˜t0 P d0s,
where pB˜sqsě0 is a Gaussian random walk with Np0, 1q-increments and t0 “
infts “ 1, 2, . . . : B˜s ą 0u. Therefore
Epδ0pBτ0qq “
8ÿ
n“1
Prt0 “ n, B˜n P d0s
“
8ÿ
n“1
PrB˜1 ă 0; B˜2 ă 0; B˜n´1 ă 0; B˜n P d0s
“
8ÿ
n“1
PrB˜1 ă 0; B˜2 ă 0; B˜n´1 ă 0 | B˜n “ 0sPrB˜n P d0s
The last expression can be evaluated using the following remarkable combi-
natorial lemma:
Lemma 3.1.
PrB˜1 ă 0; B˜2 ă 0; B˜n´1 ă 0 | B˜n “ 0s “ 1
n
.(3.1)
This lemma follows from a more general combinatorial result concerning
the total time a random walk spends above zero, see [6], Chapter XII, Sec-
tion 6. For the sake of completeness, a very simple proof of Lemma 3.1 is
presented in the Appendix. We conclude that
Epδ0pBτ0qq “
8ÿ
n“1
PrB˜n P d0s
n
“
8ÿ
n“1
1?
2pin3
“ ζp3{2q?
2pi
.(3.2)
The leading order asymptotic for logPrλmax ă ts is derived.
To finish the derivation of equation (1.11) from (1.9) we have to show
that
logPrτt ă τ0s ´ Epmaxpt, Iτ0qδ0pBτ0qq “ Op1q.(3.3)
By a Brownian motion analogue, it is clear that each of the terms on the
left hand side of (3.3) is Oplog |t|q. The main challenge is to show that the
logarithms cancel. This cancellation follows from the following two results:
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Lemma 3.2. There exists a positive constant C such that for a suffi-
ciently large |t|,
1?
2|t| ě Prτt ă τ0s ě
1?
2|t| p1´ C|t|
´1{2q.(3.4)
Lemma 3.3. Consider a Gaussian random walk with Np0, 1q increments.
There exists a positive constant µ such that for y ă 0,
Eypδ0pBτ0qq “
?
2`Ope´|y|µq.(3.5)
Here the subscript y means that the random walk is started from y and
τ0 “ infpn : Bn ą 0q.
Lemma 3.2 can be easily proved using martingale methods, see the Ap-
pendix. In contrast, Lemma 3.3 is a corollary of Theorem 4 of [13], which is
a result of an intricate asymptotic analysis of Wiener-Hopf equations asso-
ciated with exit problems for Gaussian random walks.
It follows from Lemma 3.2 that
logPrτt ă τ0s “ ´ log |t| `Op1q.(3.6)
The second term on the left hand side of (3.3) can be simplified using inte-
gration by parts. The result is
Epmaxpt, Iτ0qδ0pBτ0qq “ ´
ˆ 0
t
dyEp1Iτ0ăyδ0pBτ0qq`
ˆ 8
0
dyEp1Iτ0ąyδ0pBτ0qq.
The second term on the right hand side of the above identity is t-independent
and is finite as the the right tail of the distribution of Iτ0 conditioned on
Bτ0 “ 0 can be shown to have Gaussian decay. The first term can be evalu-
ated using Lemma 3.3: let L ă 0 be a t-independent constant. Then
ˆ 0
t
dyEp1Iτ0ăyδ0pBτ0qq “
ˆˆ L
t
`
ˆ 0
L
˙
dyEp1Iτ0ăyδ0pBτ0qq
“
ˆ L
t
dyEp1Iτ0ăyδ0pBτ0qq `Op1q
“
ˆ L
t
dyEp1Iτ0ăyEBτy pδ0pBτ0qqq `Op1q
L.3.3“““
ˆ L
t
dyEp1Iτ0ăyp
?
2`Ope´µ|Bτy |qqq `Op1q
L.3.2“““ logp|t|q `Op1q.
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We conclude that
Epmaxpt, Iτ0qδ0pBτ0qq “ ´ logp|t|q `Op1q.(3.7)
Substituting (3.6) and (3.7) into the left hand side of (3.3) we observe that
the logarithms cancel and we are left with terms of order 1, as claimed.
Theorem 1.3 is proved for t ă 0.
3.2. Asymptotic expansion for t ą 0: the proof of (1.10). The t ą 0 case
is best tackled starting directly from the Rider-Sinclair theorem with the
pre-factor given by Lemma 1.1. Recall that the operator Tχt is a positive
trace class operator on L2pt,8q with spectral radius strictly less than 1, see
Lemma 2.1. Therefore,
Prλmax ă ts “
a
p1´ atqe´
1
2
Qt,
where Qt “
ř8
m“1
1
m
TrpTχtqm. An explicit calculation (see A.2) shows that
TrpTχtq ď 1
8
e´2t
2
.
This leads to the following estimate:
0 ď Qt “
8ÿ
m“1
1
m
TrpTχtqm ď
8ÿ
m“1
1
m
pTrpTχtqqm
“ ´ logp1´ TrpTχtqq ď ´ log
ˆ
1´ 1
8
e´2t
2
˙
.
Therefore we conclude that
Prλmax ă ts “
a
p1´ atqp1`Ope´2t2qq.(3.8)
To calculate the pre-factor, notice that
Tχtgpyq “ gpyq
ˆ 8
t
dx
ˆ 8
0
dz
pi
e´2px
2`z2`xz`yzq ď 1
8
?
2pit
e´2t
2
gpyq.
so,
at “
ˆ 8
t
Gpxq
8ÿ
k“0
pTχtqkgpxqdx “
ˆ 8
t
Gpxqgpxqdx ` ρt,
where for suitably large t
0 ď ρt ď
ˆ 8
t
Gpxqgpxqdx
8ÿ
m“1
ˆ
1
8
?
2pit
e´2t
2
˙m
“
ˆ 8
t
Gpxqgpxqdx ¨
1
8
?
2pit
e´2t2
1´ 1
8
?
2pit
e´2t2
.
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Also notice thatˆ 8
t
Gpxqgpxqdx “
ˆ 8
t
GpxqG1pxqdx “ 1
2
p1´Gptq2q “ erfcptq
2
´ erfc
2ptq
8
.
Therefore,
at “ 1
2
erfcptqp1 `Ope´t2qq.(3.9)
Substituting (3.9) into (3.8) we find that for t ą 0,
Prλmax ă ts “ 1´ 1
4
erfcptq `Ope´2t2q.
Formula (1.10) is proved.
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APPENDIX A: THE PROOF OF TECHNICAL LEMMAS.
A.1. Lemma 2.1. Positive definiteness: for any φ P L2pt,8q,
pφ, Tφq “
ˆ 8
0
dz
pi
ˆˆ 8
t
dxe´pz`xq
2
φpxq
˙2
ě 0.
Therefore, we have the following estimate for the spectral radius: for any
m “ 1, 2, 3, . . .,
ρt ď pTrTmq
1
m(A.1)
For t ą 0 we can set m “ 1. An explicit calculation gives
ρt ď TrT “ 1
pi
ˆ 8
0
dx
ˆ 8
t
dye´2px`yq
2
ď 1
pi
ˆ 8
0
dxe´2x
2
ˆ 8
t
dye´2y
2 ď 1
8
e´2t
2
.(A.2)
Bound (2.1) is proved.
For t ă 0, let us re-write TrTm in terms of the Gaussian random walk:
TrTm “
ˆ ´t
´8
dyP
“
y `B2m P dy; y `B2k`1 ě 0,
k “ 0, 1 . . . ,m´ 1; y `B2k ď ´t, 1 ď k ď m´ 1
‰
.
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Clearly,
TrTm ď
ˆ ´t
´8
dyP
“
y `B2m P dy; y `B1 ě 0
‰
.
A simple bound on the double integral in the right hand side gives
TrTm ď 1?
2pim
ˆ
´t` 1
2
?
2pi
e´t
2
˙
.
Substituting this bound into (A.1) and optimising with respect to m we
arrive at (2.2).
A.2. Lemma 3.1. Let X1,X2, . . . ,Xn be the Gaussian increments of a
random walk B˜k “
řk
m“1Xm, k “ 1, 2, . . . , n, conditioned to have B˜n “ 0.
In total, there are n! associated random walks corresponding to all permuta-
tions of the increments. All these permutations are equiprobable. Let us say
that two random walks are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other
by a cyclic permutation of the increments. Each equivalence class contains
n random walks. Almost surely, precisely one representative in each of the
classes will stay negative at all times between 1 and n´1. To construct such
a random walk, let us pick an arbitrary representative
B˜ “ pX1,X1 `X2, . . . ,X1 `X2 ` . . .`Xn´1, 0q
of the equivalence class. Let k be the point of global maximum of B˜. Then
the following cyclic permutation of B˜ is a random walk which stays below
the origin:
pXk`1,Xk`1 `Xk`2, . . . ,Xk`1 `Xk`2 ` . . .`Xn `X1 ` . . .`Xk´1, 0q.
All other cyclic permutations of B˜ will have at least one point above the
origin.
We conclude that the fraction of random walks conditioned to finish at
zero which stay below the origin at all times between 1 and n ´ 1 is equal
to pn!{nq{n! “ 1{n. Therefore,
PrB˜1 ă 0, . . . , B˜n´1 ă 0|B˜n “ 0s “ 1
n
.
A.3. Lemma 3.2. Set τ “ τ0 ^ τt. By Wald’s identity [6] (or the op-
tional stopping theorem for random walks):
EpBτ q “ EpB0q “ 0.(A.3)
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Therefore,
EpBτ1τ0ąτtq `EpBτ1τ0ăτtq “ 0.
Let
Lτ0 “ Bτ0 , Lτt “ t´Bτt
be the positive overlaps (or ‘ladder heights’) of the random walk at the exit
times τ0 and τt correspondingly. It follows from the Wald identity that
Ep1τ0ąτtq “
1
|t| pEpLτ0q ´EppLτ0 ` Lτtq1τ0ąτtqq
Applying Spitzer’s theorem (see e. g. [6], Chapter XVIII.5) to the Gaus-
sian random walk, we find that
EpBτ0q “
1?
2
,
which implies that
Prτ0 ą τts “ Ep1τ0ąτtq “
1
|t|
ˆ
1?
2
´EppLτ0 ` Lτtq1τ0ąτtq
˙
As the second term on the right hand side of the above formula is non-
negative, the upper bound on Prτ0 ą τts claimed in Lemma 3.2 is proved.
To establish the lower bound, we apply Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to
bound EppLτ0 `Lτtq1τ0ąτtq. Solving the resulting inequality with respect to
Ep1τ0ąτtq we find that
Ep1τ0ąτtq ě
1?
2|t|
ˆ
1´
b
2
?
2EpL2τ0 ` L2τtq|t|´1{2
˙
.
The upper bound of Lemma 3.2 will be proved with C “
b
2
?
2EpL2τ0 ` L2τtq
if we can show that the moments EpL2τ0q and EpL2τtq exist. The existence
of moments is an immediate consequence of the following observation: let
Ws „ Np0, sq. Then, for any positive function f on R,
EpfpW1q1W1ą0q ď tEpfpBτ0qq, EpfpBτtqqu ď 2 sup
sPp0,1q
EpfpWsq1Wsą0q.
(A.4)
The desired result follows from the finiteness of the second moment of a
Gaussian distribution.
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To prove the lower bound in (A.4), notice first that
EpfpBτ0qq “ EpfpB˜t0qq,
where pB˜nqně0 is the Gaussian random walk with Np0, 1q increments and t0
is the exit time through 0. Then
EpfpBτ0qq “
8ÿ
m“1
EpfpB˜mq1τ0“mq ě EpfpB˜1q1τ0“1q “ EpfpW1q1W1ą0q,
which proves the lower bound in (A.4).
To derive the upper bound, let us consider the standard Brownian motion
pWsqsě0 coupled to pB˜nqně0 in such a way that Ws “ B˜s for s “ 1, 2, . . ..
Let pFWs qsě0 be its natural filtration. Let
σm “ infts ą m´ 1 : Ws “ 0u,m “ 1, 2, . . .
Then applying the strong Markov property,
EpfpBτ0qq “
8ÿ
m“1
EpfpB˜mq1τ0“mq “
8ÿ
m“1
EppfpB˜mq1B˜mą0q1τ0ąm´1q
“
8ÿ
m“1
EppfpB˜mq1B˜mą0q1τ0ąm´11σmPpm´1,mqq
“
8ÿ
m“1
EpEppfpB˜mq1B˜mą0q1τ0ąm´11σmPpm´1,mq | FWσmqq
“
8ÿ
m“1
EpEpfpB˜mq1B˜mą0q | FWσmq1τ0ąm´11σmPpm´1,mqq
“
8ÿ
m“1
EpEpfpWm´σmq1Wm´σmą0q | FWσmq1τ0ąm´11σmPpm´1,mqq
ď sup
τPp0,1q
EpfpWτ q1Wτą0q
8ÿ
m“1
Ep1τ0ąm´11σmPpm´1,mqq(A.5)
By the Reflection Principle,
Ep1τ0“m1σmPpm´1,mqq “
1
2
Ep1τ0ąm´11σmPpm´1,mqq.
Substituting this result into (A.5) and summing over m’s we find that
EpfpBτ0qq ď 2 sup
τPp0,1q
EpfpWτ q1Wτą0q.
The proof of the upper bound in (A.4) for EpfpBτ0qq is complete. The deriva-
tion of bounds for EpfpBτtqq is a carbon copy of the above proof. Lemma
3.2 is proved.
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APPENDIX B: A NOTE ON THE RIDER-SINCLAIR THEOREM.
For all the definitions, notations and numberings used in this appendix
we refer readers to the original paper [14]. Here we deal only with the case of
even sized matrices, therefore we fix the problems happening in paragraph
4.1 of the paper.
Notice that the only difference between the original statement of the
Rider-Sinclair theorem and Theorem 1.1 is in the factor Γt. The origin of
this factor is a finite rank perturbation of the operator Tnχ (see [14, (4.9)]).
In summary, we will correct the following two errors:
(i) the limits of the functions φ˜n, ψ˜n (see [14, (4.15)]) were calculated
incorrectly, and this leads to new definitions for G pxq and g pxq and some
changes to the constants contained in the third term of the Γt expression as
well;
(ii) it was noted in [14, p.1644, last paragraph] that
´ t
´8 ψ˜n pxq dx con-
verges to G ptq which is true only up to an additive constant and yields
corrections to the fourth term of the Γt expression.
We start with the correct derivation of the limits lim
nÑ8 φ˜n pxq and limnÑ8 ψ˜n pxq.
φ˜n pxq “ κn
ˆ x`?n
0
un´2e´u
2{2du
“ κn2
n´3
2 Γ
ˆ
n´ 1
2
˙
P
˜
n´ 1
2
,
px`?nq2
2
¸
,
where P pa, xq “ Γpa,xq
Γpaq is the incomplete regularized Gamma function. It is
easy to check by using the duplication formula for Gamma functions that
the prefactor in front of P is asymptotically equal to 2´1{2. For the last
factor we use the well known asymptotic formula (see, e.g. [2, (9.16)])
P
´
a, a`
?
2ax
¯
„ 1
2
erfc p´xq , aÑ8.
Together with the above identity we get
(B.1) G pxq “ lim
nÑ8 φ˜n pxq “
1
2
?
2
erfc p´xq “
ˆ x
´8
e´t2?
2pi
dt.
For ψ˜n we have
ψ˜n pxq “ κ1n
`?
n` x˘n´1 e´px`?nq2{2
“ κ1nn
n´1
2 e´n{2epn´1q log
´
1` x?
n
¯
´x?n´x2{2
“ κ1nn
n´1
2 e´n{2e´x
2`Opn´1{2q.
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The prefactor can be shown asymptotically equal to 1?
2pi
and therefore
(B.2) g pxq “ lim
nÑ8 ψ˜n pxq “
1?
2pi
e´x
2
.
Remark B.1. Notice that the the correct expression for the product
g pxqG pyq “ 1
4
?
pi
e´x
2
erfc p´yq
is consistent with the scaling limit of the kernel Sn px, yq from [2].
Remark B.2. Throughout this appendix we use the definitions (B.1),
(B.2) for the functions g and G which differ from the conventions adopted
in Theorem 1.1. This is done to highlight the changes needed to calculate the
correct scaling limit of the 2 ˆ 2 determinant det p1´ pαi, βjqq1ďi,jď2 (see
[14, p.1641-1644]). For convenience, we placed the terms correcting original
answers in boxes.
The first matrix element pα1, β1q converges to
ˆ 8
t
GpxqpI ´ Tχtq´1gpxqdx,
with operators T and χt defined as in Theorem 1.1. The second term pα1, β2q
converges to
pI ´ Tχtq´1Gptq ´G p8q “ pI ´ Tχtq´1Gptq ´ 1?
2
.
To calculate the remaining two terms (see [14, (4.12)]) we follow [14, p. 1644,
last paragraph] to arrive at
pα2, β1q “ 1
2
ˆ t
´8
´
1´ T˜nχt
¯´1
ψ˜n pxq dx
“ 1
2
ˆ t
´8
T˜nχt
´
1´ χtT˜nχt
¯´1
ψ˜n pxq dx` 1
2
ˆ t
´8
ψ˜n pxq dx.
The first summand on the right hand side converges to its formal limit
1
2
ˆ t
´8
Tχ p1´ χtTnχtq´1 g pxq dx.
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The answer for the second summand depends on the parity of n:
ˆ t
´8
ψ˜n pxq dx « ´ 1
2
?
2
erfc ptq ` 1´ p´1q
n
?
2
“ G ptq ´ p´1q
n
?
2
.
Considering only the even sized matrices we conclude that pα2, β1q converges
to
1
2
ˆ t
´8
pI ´ Tχtq´1gpxqdx ´ 1
2
?
2
.
Therefore, the limit of pα2, β2q coincides with the answer stated in the orig-
inal paper and is equal to
1
2
ˆ t
´8
Rpx, t`qdx.
Gathering the answers derived above we find that
Γt “
ˆ
1´
ˆ 8
t
GpxqpI ´ Tχtq´1gpxqdx
˙ˆ
1´ 1
2
ˆ t
´8
Rpx, t`qdx
˙
` 1
2
ˆ
1?
2
´ pI ´ Tχtq´1Gptq
˙ˆˆ t
´8
pI ´ Tχtq´1gpxqdx ´ 1?
2
˙
,
which is exactly the statement of Theorem 1.1 after the re-definition g,GÑ
1?
2
g, 1?
2
G.
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